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Ambertex came to life in 1986, initially manufacturing
in England. Now our design and marketing teams are
based in our UK offices.
Ambertex Universal Export (AUE) was established in 2003
in Tirupur India. Its parent company TJYN, was established
in 1988 and has been involved in yarn dyeing and yarn
mercerising for more than 25 years.
The year 2003 has turned out to be a milestone year for
Ambertex Universal Export as it stepped into the textile
garments industry.
AUE has fully equipped manufacturing factories in
Tirupur India, producing jersey products including
rugby’s/polo’s, sweats, joggers and t-shirts for both Men
and Boys.
Modern, socially aware and a member of Sedex, Ambertex is
proud of its ethical trading policy, which has been
independently evaluated and endorsed by BVQI and SGS.
With a reputation for delivering quality service and products,
from concept to fulfilment, the business has won prestigious
growth.
A complete suite of client services includes:
-

Researching and sourcing raw materials
Sample development
CAD design and styling
Manufacturing control
Order tracking
Export documentation
Logistics support
Quality assurance – underpinning every facet of the business

Design excellence is a hallmark of the company ensures
Ambertex products not only complement existing ranges of
our customers, but consistently surpass the expectations of
discerning clients and end users.

The company’s management team comprises of
experienced professionals equipped with an in-depth
knowledge of the fashion industry, a comprehensive
supply chain network and over two decades experience
in managing projects efficiently and cost effectively.
Our business vision is simple: To be recognized as one
of the best garment makers in the world, by
consistently delivering the right fashion, at the right
time, at the right price

As a company we believe in fair working condition for
all our team. We make sure our team gets all benefits
as per local law. We follow ETI code of conduct.

- Consistent & outstanding quality close to decade
- Strategic location advantage: Located in Tirupur
catering to international markets
- Unique fabric sourcing, innovative designs and
quality make up
- World-class infrastructure equipped with latest
technology machineries
- High fashion garment vendor fortified with 500+
textile professionals

AUE offers a fine range of knitted garments enabling
the company to provide latest fashion solutions
to the international clothing market. Committed to
undertake knitted garments production with an
unwavering focus on attaining the market leadership,
AUE excels in all aspects to exceed customers’
stringent expectations and aspirations.

AUE produces wide variety of menswear and boyswear
garments including rugby’s, hoody’s, pullovers,
t-shirts, joggers and nightwear. We are handling variety
of fabrics made in India as well as other countries.
We also provide top class double jersey, mini jacquard,
bio washed, mercerized, peached twills, basic jersey,
interlock and all types of yarn dyed products.
All these products are environmental-friendly and meet
REACH quality standards.

AUE boasts of an inquisitive technically-strong team that
weaves magic to come up with diverse ranging creative designs
and patterns on scintillating themes that could fulfil different
ages groups of men’s and boy’s clothing needs.
We take additional care and enforce stringent process measures
to produce outstanding quality garments as we cater to
diverse markets where our customers vary from small kids to
mature adults.

- Our manufacturing facility has 400 advanced machines spilt
into two factory setups. The main factory with 250 machines
serves UK customer, which is SEDEX approved factory with 400
permanent workers
- We are Oekotex certified garment vendor and we specifically
emphasize on the aspect that all the fabrics meet stringent
regulations and standards
- In terms of value addition, we are strong with new print
techniques and embroidery option
- We see to it that fabrics are made from the renowned
Oekotex suppliers and we follow 4-point system for
fabric inspection
- Our lead time starts from 6 weeks for repeat programs.
Our strength is strong fabric sourcing, innovative designs
and quality make up.

- Our factory has been audited by BVQI for ETI. We are
in the process of getting SA8000
- We have implemented AQL 2.5 level quality and
standards. Hence, right from the raw material to the
finished product, quality control is stringently exercised
- The fabric undergoes quality control test at the quality
control lab
- The QC lab is fortified with complete facilities to
ensure that our garments meet the requirements and
specifications
- Tests are done as per international standards in
external lab facilities as well.

We maintain excellent association with knitting and
dyeing factories. Dyeing factory follows chemical approval
by GOTS. We follow our own RSS forms. We have handled
many kinds of fibre blends with different fabric knits.
(Knitting design, like 4 track designs, jacquards, special
fabric finishes)
- Cotton, polyester, viscose, modal, marls and its blended
compositions.

- Our trendy print designs can create impressive
impressions. According to the requirements of printing,
the cloth is processed for various colours, designs,
qualities and other specifications.
- Fully automated multi-colour printing is done fulfilling
all quality requirements. We specialise with chest,
placement, all over prints. The prints include pigment,
discharge, reactive, high density, rubber, flock, glitter,
transfer foil and so on. We do printing in tie up factory.

- Augmented with fully automatic high-speed embroidery
machines, the embroidery unit is equipped to cater to
the most demanding design needs.

- We use a diverse range of fabrics, to create the
subtle look to match the personality and the
occasion. We work with our partner ’s concern, which
has a facility of 4 advanced embroidery machines

- Our sophisticated facility has multiple wash option
such as Silicon, Stone, Enzyme, Biowash etc. We are
working with a renowned and nominated washing
unit based in Tirupur.

- The production line for finishing has high-tech
machines like JUKI and PEGASUS. The well trained
and skilled workforce engaged in stitching are
supported by highly experience Line supervisors and
Quality controllers, who check every garment under
production to ensure flawless stitching we can meet
our commitments regarding quality and delivery
- AUE is capable of diversifying and multiplying
its product range manifold depending on the
requirements by its customer. The state of art
machineries and agile infrastructure enabled the
company to append its product range to an unlimited
extent. Currently it is rugby’s, polo’s, ladies cami
and pyjama sets.

- We perform 100% needle detection on all the
finished garments before packing so that flawless
delivery is ensured. We follow WRAP norms in needle
detection area
- All garments are steam ironed and machine pressed
meticulously. All the garments are hand picked with
care and stored for subsequent transportation to
various destinations
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